
2 Analysis of complete planar 
mechanisms 

2.1 Four-link chain 

2.1.1 PoaMon d1.gr.m and volodly a~).lyala 
Now that we understand the rules for dealing with the acceleration 
analysis of individual links, let us go on to tackle the job of analysing a 
complete mechanism. 

The mechanism chosen is the four-link chain which you met in Unit 6. 
Figure 15 shows its position diagram wherein the links arc as usual 
represented by lines; it is identical to the example in Unit 6, Section 3.1. 

Figure IS Position d&m. Scale I mm : 20 mm 

The first step in the acceleration analysis is to pcrlorm a velocity analysis 
to determine angular velocities of all the links because these arc rquired 
for the calculation of the centripetal acceleration components. This was 
done in Unit 6, so we shall use those results which were: 

hi, = 7.5 rad S-'> 

2.1.2 AccakraUon #n#lyala 
We wish to determine the absolute acceleration of points B and C, and the 
angular accelerations of links BC and CD. Figure 15. 

A set of axes oGa, is drawn and we mart points of zero acceleration by 
labelling the origin, in this case with o and d. Figure 16. 

Next we consider the acceleration ofthe point B which is reprcscnted by b 
on the acceleration diagram and think about how to get to b from o. Since 
we know both the angular velocity for OB and its angular acceleration 
(this is zero) point b can be fixed immediately as follows: 

.., ..,, need a S&.. .Jr dr--in& so how do we decide what is 
appropriate? We also n d  to choose a location on the drawing paper for 
the origin of the acceleration diagram. 

We calculate all components possiMe at this stage and make a rough 
sketch which, though not complete, is still a help in making a judgement. 

(a,-) ,... = olr  = (7.4)' X 0.8 = 43.8 m S-' 

(ac) ,... =war = (7.5)' X 0.8 = 45.0 m S-' 



Mam a rough &etch using thcsc valued (20Q, 43.8,45) it s&ms that a 
scale of 1 mm :25 m S-' will fit onto A4 papa: 

It might turn out that, as the diagram develops, we shall see that it dow 
not fit on to the paper, in which case all we can do h to start again using a 
dilbennt scale and p i b l y  relocating the origin, 

We can now draw the wctor a*, P 200/2.5 = 80 mm9600, thus locating 
point b. F i  16 shows this. 

Next we consider link BC to locate the point c on the acceleration 
diagram. What is the aaeleration of C relative to B? 

It h given by the familiar formula: 

(&)m = (&)B, + (&)it, 
~ m r p o n w ~  

E= E-, +E;, 
From above 

((lc)., -43.8 ms-' 

so that E*, = 43.8/25 r = 17.5 mm r 

This vector is now drawn, Figure 17. 
' b  

Figure 16 Acceleration diagram. 
Scale Imm:2.5ms-' 

(a&,. -a, BC but the angular d e r a t i o n .  a%, is not known and so 
the magnitude of (&)., cannot be calculated. H o m r ,  we do h o w  that 
its direction h perpendicular to BC, and so W can draw a line at right 
aagka to the last vector dnwn (E,) to rep-t the orientation of E,, + 
and label it %-line'. Point c must be somewhere on this linc. This too h 
shown on Figure 17. 

Figure 17 Acceleration dlagrmn. Scale 1 mm:25m a-' 



Next we view point C from D for which d is already plotted on the 
acceleration diagram (at the origin). As before we have 

(&)D = (&)D, + (ZE)DU. 
and, from above, (Q&,... = 45.0 m S-', so that 

(&)D.r,, = 45 m S-' b 

hence (a... = 18 mm '. 

(a,.. is shown plotted in Figure 18. 

Again for the tangential component (G),,, we only know its d i i o n ,  
which is at right angles to DC and to the last component drawn, &.,. 
Thus Zu. is represented by a second c-line drawn pcrpcndi& to Z-,, 
and whm this intcrsccta the c-line M y  drawn is the location of point c, 
as shown in Figure 19. 

To complete the diagram we ensure that points 0, c and b arc conncctcd by 
heavy lines to distinguish them from those construction lines which simply 
represent components of vectors. 

Results 

(a) Absolute acceleration of C. from the diagram: 

oc=84 mm 

.. . . 

&=210m S-' -2' 16" 

Ffgure 18 Acceleration diagram Scale 1 mm : 2.5 m S-'  

32 



(b) Absolute aooeleration of B, from the diagram or from earlier analysis: 

We olso require thc angular amkration of BC and CD. Do you ICUICIDIJCI 
how you found angular velocity h m  a velocity diagram? A similar 
p d u r c  applies for accclmtion. Make m you do the following SAQ. 

Which of the relationships already formulated in this Unit for the 
khu~tia of a link in p~anatmotionis used in conjunction with data from 
the ~ I u a t i o n  diagram to detamhc angular amkration? What data is - 
taken Irom thc aealeration dhgmm? 

We saw that the magnitude of the tangential component of the scaler- 
ation of one end of a link relative to the other end was the product of 
angular amleration and the length of the link, i.e. for link BC 

(%)au. =aw BC 
From the diagram (Figure 19) 

btu, - 59 mm 

(%)B,.. = 147 m S-' 

= 14710.8 = 184 rad S-' 

\line 

Flgwe 19 Acceleration d@m. Sfale l mm:25 m a-' 



The direction of this angular acceleration vector can be detcrmimd from 
the acceleration diagram by noting the direction of the tangential 
component of the acceleration of C relative B. So, in vector form 

iix = 184 rad S-'> 

Similarly 

a c ~  = (0~)omlcD 

From the diagram dcm = 82 mm, so 

cl, = 82 X 2.5/0.8 = 256 rad S-' 

&=256rad S-=> 

2.2.1 Po8EHon d-am and vehdty a~Iy8l8 
You met the slider-crank mechanism in Unit 6 as well as many other 
mechanisms for which you also performed velocity analysis to find 
component velocities. 

Figure 20 shows a piston engine and Figure 21 shows its Line position 
diagram; even though you have worked through this exampk before I 
have included the following SAQ which is intended to prompt you to 
revise velocity analysis. 

Crank throw OB = 0.06 m 
Con-rod BP = 0.2 m 
Crank position = 80" from bottom dead centre 
Crank angular velocity = 260 reds i' anticlockwise 

P 

-- 

G 
Figure M Diagramfor piston engine mechanism 

B 

o = 260 rads i' 
0 = 0 

BP-MOmm 
BO-1U)rnrn 

Figure 21 Position diagram for SAQ 10. Scale 1 mm:2 mm (half actual size) 
- 

SA0 10 
For the mechanism shown in Figure 21 construct the velocity diagram and 
thus determine the angular velocity of link BP. 



22.2 A o o . h m l Y a n ~ . ~  
In e~ampk WC erC muircd t0 find a k o l ~ t e  h k l M  for POhtS P 
and Q and the an- h t i o n  of link BP. But 6mt of all spcnd a 
couple of minutg comparing this system with tbc four-link chain and 
aruwer the following SAQ. 

(a) Dosll the slider+rank mechanism have any links which am diierent in 
kind from those in the fow-link chain? 

(b) What additional nrlts an nece~cuy when constructing the a d e r -  
ation diagram for the system shown in Rgurc 211 

~ ' s ~ ~ o n t h e ~ k n ~ . p o i n b o m d g . t b c t w o ~ d  
point& an plotted immediately at the origin, llnd we clce that complete 
input data is given for OB, so tbe first mlvable point is B. 
We need fint to choose a scale and so M b&m we calculate all 
components poaible, make a &etch of the armtention diagram and then 
make a judgement. Available data on components am M follows: 

3 For PB,@.,=32ds-' (taken lrom the anawn to SAQ 10) 

(a,)., = u2r = (32)' X 0.2 = 204.8 m S-' 

4 ( )  - ? But direction is known to be at right-angks to PB so 
we can draw a pline. 

Bawd on this data my sketch (not shown) suggcatcd a scale of 
1 mm:30ms-'. 

a=am+oa, 
but ob,.=O 

The diagram is plotted ( F i  22, over page) in the sqma a, Go,, 
first pline nprcllenting Ej,  is drawn perpendicular to km, then the 
second pline npmsnrting@,,, is drawn horizontally through g sincc point 
P is constrained to move along a path pndlcl to Ox. Point p is located at 
the intersection of the p l i n a  

By use of the PROP rule point q is positioned on bp such that 

R d m  / 
(a) a,=66~30=1980ms-',andi,=1980ms-~-r 

(b) ~ = 6 9 x U ) = 2 0 7 O m s - ' , a n d ~ = U n O m ~ - ~ T 2 7 "  

(C) AnpIa~  acceleration for BP 

aBp=bp,,,,/BP=91 x30/0.2= 13700rad S-' 

. = 13 700 d 8 - 3  



l p-line 

l0.a I 
W a. p-line 

Measurements from 
acceleration diagram 

G = 69 mm T 27" 
- 
@,an =91mmr13" 

p-line I 
Figure 22 Acceleration diagram. Scale 1 mm : 30 m S-' 

2.3 More SA08 

SA0 12 
Sheet A1 of the acceleration sheets accompanying this Unit shows the 
position diagram for a three-link chain which is the same system as shown 
in sheet Vl. You used this when answering SAQ 8 of Unit 6, when you 
found that 

&= 152.5 rad S-') 

The instantaneous linear acceleration relative to Earth of point C is of 
magnitude 3000 m S-', with the same direction as the velocity vector for 
point C. 

Draw the acceleration diagram for this system using sheet AI, and thus 
determine the angular aoceleration of the crank OB. 

Shcct A2 shows the same position diagram as sheet V2 for which you have 
already performed the velocity analysis (SAQ 10 of Unit 6) which showed . . 
that 

% = 23.6 rad S-'3 
and h,= 4.3 rad S-') 



At this hatant point P is accelerating towards 0 at 300 m S-'. Determine 
mauhically the angular acceleration of the link OB and the absolute 
acalerati& of t heh in t  B, using sheet A2. 

SA0 14 

Sheet A3 shows the same position diagram as sheet V4 (Unit 6, SAQ 13), 
which is for a four-link chain where TUW is a rigid link, and 

B,,= l rads- '3  and &=7.l  lads-'3 

Draw the acceleration diagram and determine the absolute acceleration of 
point W. 

REVISION: SA0 15 
This final SAQis intended as part of your revision later in the course, rather 
than in the Unit 9 study period. You are advised to read Section 3 (Review) 
before attempting it. 

l 
Figure 23 Position diagram for SAQ IS. Scale l mm:O.Ol m 

Figure 23 depicts an industrial mechanism in which a vertical sliding 
piston moving cyclically acts as a rammer to consolidate wood pulp. The 
crank OC of length 0.13 m rotates anticlockwise at constant speed of 
120 r.p.m. In the position shown the crank is at 45" to the horizontal. 

Determine 
(a) whether the system is indeed a mechanism; 
(b) the velocity of the piston B at the instant shown; 
(c) the angular velocity for all rotating links; 
(d) the absolute accclerations for points B, C and D; 
(e) the angular acceleration for CD. 

Use sheet A4 for the acceleration analysis. 




